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Thank you for downloading a printable ActiveMath resource and the related digital files! Your purchase gives you
the right to use the resources in certain ways, but the copyright ownership is not transferred to you. Resources
may occasionally be offered by ActiveMath as freebies, and the same terms of use apply to both purchased and
free resources.

What a purchaser is allowed to do...

➤	Copy the digital file to your computer or digital devices for personal use as an educator.

➤	Make photocopies for students in your classroom, for your own children, and for students you tutor.
➤	Post printable resources within your classroom or tutoring space.

➤	Transfer digital resources to the folders for your students as long as access is limited to those students only.

➤	Share a cover image for a resource in blog posts, at workshops, or at other professional development venues
provided credit is given along with appropriate links back to the resource. Provide links to www.activemath.
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➤	Refer teachers, parents, or other people to the ActiveMath store to obtain the resources legally.
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➤ Claim ownership or authorship of ActiveMath resources.
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➤ Remove the copyright line from printed resources.

➤	Share or exchange any portion of the digital or printed files with other teachers, with parents, or with students
who are not in the purchaser’s class.
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March 14 Pi Day

Name

Symbol for Pi Is Chosen
Pi is the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter. This ratio is
always the same number, no matter the size of the circle. The ratio has
infinitely many digits to the right of the decimal point that never repeat:
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3.14159265358979323...
During the Mystery Year, Welsh mathematician William Jones chose p as
the letter to represent this ratio because the letter p in Greek stands for
“perimeter.”
Each year on March 14, many classrooms observe Pi Day because the
digits in this date — 3/14 — correspond with the first three digits of p.
For this puzzle, you are to…

I. Plot each set of points. (You may want to use two different colors for the two sets.)
o Plot each set of points in the coordinate plane (provided on the next page).
o Connect the points in the order listed. It would be helpful to use a ruler.
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o When you get to the word STOP, do not connect that point to the next point.
Just pick up your pencil and continue with the next set of points.
II. After plotting all the points, what do you notice? Share with a partner.

à See the next page for the sets of points and the coordinate plane you will use.
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After you graph the ordered pairs and connect the
points, use these clues to find the Mystery Year
when William Jones chose to use the symbol p :

1. The absolute value of the product of the y-coordinates in
points #17 and #22 is the ones digit of the Mystery Year.

What is the Mystery Year when
the symbol for pi was chosen?
_______

_______

Thousands Hundreds

_______ _______

Tens

Ones

2. The quotient of the sum of x-coordinates in points #7 and #19, by the
y-coordinate of point #1, is the tens digit of the Mystery Year.
3. The square of the y-coordinate in point #15, decreased by the square root of
the y-coordinate in point #4, is the hundreds digit of the Mystery Year.
4. The value of this expression is the Mystery Year:
⎛ y-coordinate of point #9 ⎞
⎜⎝ x-coordinate of point #12 ⎟⎠

10

+ (341 • | x-coordinate of point #11|)
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Name
Ordered Pairs for Points
1st Set of Points
B

C

D

E

F

G

6. (–7, 4)

7. (–6, 6)

9. (–4, 4)

13. (3, –4)

17. (5, –2)

19. (6, –4)

8. (–6, 4)

10. (–4, 6)

14. (3, –2)

18. (5, –4)

3. (–8.5, 5)

11. (–5, 5)

15. (4, –3)

22. (7.5, –3)

4. (–8, 4)

12. (–4, 5)

16. (3, –3)

23. (7, –4)

1. (–9, 6)
2. (–8, 6)

5. (–9, 4)

STOP

H
20. (8, –2)
21. (7, –2)
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A

2nd Set of Points

24. (8, –4)

STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP
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Flipping Out Over Pi Day

2-Minute Quick Write: After plotting both sets, spend a couple minutes reflecting on
your observations. What mathematical skills did you engage in?
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Answer Key

Name

March 14 Pi Day

Symbol for Pi Is Chosen
Pi is the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter. This ratio is
always the same number, no matter the size of the circle. The ratio has
infinitely many digits to the right of the decimal point that never repeat:
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3.14159265358979323...
During the Mystery Year, Welsh mathematician William Jones chose p as
the letter to represent this ratio because the letter p in Greek stands for
“perimeter.”
Each year on March 14, many classrooms observe Pi Day because the
digits in this date — 3/14 — correspond with the first three digits of p.
For this puzzle, you are to…

I. Plot each set of points. (You may want to use two different colors for the two sets.)
o Plot each set of points in the coordinate plane (provided on the next page).
o Connect the points in the order listed. It would be helpful to use a ruler.
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o When you get to the word STOP, do not connect that point to the next point.
Just pick up your pencil and continue with the next set of points.
II. After plotting all the points, what do you notice? Share with a partner.

à See the next page for the sets of points and the coordinate plane you will use.
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After you graph the ordered pairs and connect the
points, use these clues to find the Mystery Year
when William Jones chose to use the symbol p :

What is the Mystery Year when
the symbol for pi was chosen?

1. The absolute value of the product of the y-coordinates in
points #17 and #22 is the ones digit of the Mystery Year.
–2(–3) = 6; the absolute value of 6 is 6.

1

_______

7

_______

Thousands Hundreds

0

6

Tens

Ones

_______ _______

2. The quotient of the sum of x-coordinates in points #7 and #19, by the
y-coordinate of point #1, is the tens digit of the Mystery Year.
–6 + 6 = 0; 0 ÷ –9 = 0.
3. The square of the y-coordinate in point #15, decreased by the square root of
the y-coordinate in point #4, is the hundreds digit of the Mystery Year.
(–3)2 = 9; 4 = 2; 9 – 2 = 7
4. The value of this expression is the Mystery Year:
⎛ y-coordinate of point #9 ⎞
⎜⎝ x-coordinate of point #12 ⎟⎠
⎛ 4⎞
⎜⎝ –4 ⎟⎠

10

+ (341 • | x-coordinate of point #11|)

10

+ (341 • –5 ) = (–1)10 + (341 • 5) = 1 + 1,705 = 1,706
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Answer Key

Name

Ordered Pairs for Points
1st Set of Points
B

C

D

E

F

G

6. (–7, 4)

7. (–6, 6)

9. (–4, 4)

13. (3, –4)

17. (5, –2)

19. (6, –4)

8. (–6, 4)

10. (–4, 6)

14. (3, –2)

18. (5, –4)

3. (–8.5, 5)

11. (–5, 5)

15. (4, –3)

22. (7.5, –3)

4. (–8, 4)

12. (–4, 5)

16. (3, –3)

23. (7, –4)

1. (–9, 6)
2. (–8, 6)

5. (–9, 4)

STOP

H
20. (8, –2)
21. (7, –2)
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A

2nd Set of Points

24. (8, –4)

STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

PR
E
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Flipping Out Over Pi Day

2-Minute Quick Write: After plotting both sets, spend a couple minutes reflecting on
your observations. What mathematical skills did you engage in?

Sample: graphing ordered pairs in the coordinate plane, reflection (flip), translation (slide),
preimage, image.
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Complete Solutions, Teacher Notes, & Extensions
Symbol for Pi Is Chosen | Pi Day Activities

March 14
Puzzle

Mystery Year: 1706
CCSS: 6.NS.7, 6.NS.6.c, 6.NS.8, 7.NS.1.d, 7.NS.2.c, 7.NS.3, MP6 (Attend to Precision), 6.EE.1.
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Topics: graph ordered pairs in the coordinate plane, operations with integers, absolute value,
exponents.
Preliminary Considerations (based on the readiness of your students):

o You may want to review plotting points in the coordinate plane, relevant coordinate plane
vocabulary (such as x- and y-axes, quadrants, ordered pair/coordinates, origin), as well as
operations with signed numbers, including square and square root.
o If your students have worked with operations with signed numbers, but some lack proficiency,
consider having students work with a partner to provide additional support. If students have not
yet worked with operations of signed numbers, you may want to change the Mystery Year clues
to problems that are accessible to them, that would generate the digits in the Mystery Year, 1706.
2-Minute Quick Write: Sample: graphing ordered pairs in the coordinate plane, reflection (flip),

translation (slide), preimage, image.

Clue 1 Solution The y-coordinates in points #17 and #22 are –2 and –3. Their product is 6. The
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absolute value of 6 is 6. Therefore, the ones digit of the Mystery Year is 6.

Clue 2 Solution The sum of x-coordinates in points #7 and #19 is –6 + 6, which is equal to 0. The

quotient of 0 divided by the y-coordinate of point #1, –9, is 0. So, the tens digit of the Mystery
Year is 0.
Clue 3 Solution The square of the y-coordinate in point #15 is (–3)2 , which is equal to 9. The

PR
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square root of the y-coordinate in point #4 is 4 , which is equal to 2. When 9 is decreased by 2,
the result is 7. Thus, the hundreds digit of the Mystery Year is 7.

Clue 4 Solution Students are asked to evaluate this expression:

⎛ y-coordinate of point #9 ⎞
⎜⎝ x-coordinate of point #12 ⎟⎠

10

+ (341 • x-coordinate of point #11 )

To evaluate the expression, replace the coordinates with their respective values and simplify:
⎛ 4⎞
⎜⎝ –4 ⎟⎠

10

+ (341 • –5 ) = (–1)10 + (341 • 5) = 1 + 1,705 = 1,706

Because digits of the Mystery Year determined thus far are __ 7 0 6, the Mystery Year is
confirmed to be 1706.

Math Notes: Ask: What does p have to do with “perimeter”? (p is used in the formula for

circumference — which is the perimeter of a circle.)
If students do not attend to precision, they may evaluate

⎛ 4⎞
⎜⎝ –4 ⎟⎠

10

as (–1)10 = –1. Some may

evaluate it as 10. Should that happen, ask students to expand the expression, (–1)10, as shown
below. The base, (–1), is used as a factor an even number of times (10), and therefore the result
must be positive — namely, 1.
(–1) • (–1) • (–1) • (–1) • (–1) • (–1) • (–1) • (–1) • (–1) • (–1) = 1
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Answer Key for Graph
Ø The 1st set of points (the preimage) is in BLUE: 3.14
Ø The 2nd set of points (the image) is in RED: P I . E
One way to obtain the image is a translation (slide) of 1 unit to the right, a translation down
by 8 units, and then a reflection (flip) over the y-axis.

EW

Flipping Out Over Pi Day

VI

Teaching Suggestions: While this puzzle may certainly serve as practice in plotting points, and

a review of operations with signed numbers, you may find some rich, interesting observations
shared by students after they reflect on their work — as suggested by the 2-Minute Quick Write.
Again, depending on the grade level and readiness of your students, you may hear responses
such as, The second set of points looks like the first set, except backwards. Or, Hey, the first set
of points is 3.14, the approximation for pi, and the second set of points spells P-I-E…PIE!

PR
E

Depending upon the amount of time you have to devote to this puzzle, along with the interest
factor, you may use this as a springboard to “plant seeds” — to introduce geometric
transformations (or mappings), informally, of course, unless this is being used in Grades 8 and
above. (CCSS 8.G.1 through 8.G.3 address this formally.) You may refer to the first set of points
as “the original” set, or pre-image, and the second set of points, after a transformation has
occurred, as the image.
If students use relevant vocabulary, such as the second set of points is the reverse or flip of the
first set, you may repeat their wording and then introduce the mathematical vocabulary,
reflection. If students observe and share that it appears the first set of points has been moved
down, to the right, then flipped, you may introduce the vocabulary of translation/slide, followed
by a reflection/flip. Let the students lead the conversation. If they are ready for the mathematical
vocabulary, introduce/reinforce it.

Additional vocabulary that can be referenced in this discussion include geometric
transformations (“to transform” means to alter or change), and the various transformations that
conserve congruency (position is altered, but not size) are translations (also known as slides),
reflections (also known as flips), and rotations (also known as turns). You may want to mention
that a transformation that preserves congruence is called an isometry. (An example a
transformation that does not preserve congruence is a dilation. A dilation changes the size of a
pre-image.)
Mention that when two or more transformations are performed, it is called a composition of
transformations. Ask: What composition of transformations was applied to the first set of points
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(the pre-image) to create the second set of points (the image)? Are there multiple possible
compositions? If so, what are they? Allow students to lead this discussion.
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The following advice, admittedly, is easier said than done: Providing students with “just-intime” (vs. “just-in-case”) support promotes greater productive struggle and builds
perseverance. This author cannot take credit for the quote, as I heard it echoed in a recent
professional development webinar. The point the presenter was making was that too often we
educators provide too much support/scaffolding too early in a process, which, in turn, has a
limiting effect on students’ thinking and reasoning. I mention this at this point as you may want
to consider how far to take this activity.

Extensions: Again, if you have the time and the students’ interest is piqued, provide them with

yet a third set of points to plot and ponder. Have students plot the set below. Ask: How does this
set/image relate to the first set? (It is the same image but moved over to the right 1 unit and then
down 8 units — a translation!) How does this third set/image relate to the second set of points
provided? (The second set of points is the mirror image/flip of this third set — a reflection!) And
a reflection over? (the y-axis!) Again, let the students lead this discussion. By listening carefully
to their exchanges, you can be ready to provide that “just-in-time” support and reinforcement.
3rd Set of Points
1. (–8, –2)
2. (–7, –2)
3. (–7.5, –3)
4. (–7, –4)
5. (–8, –4)

STOP

B
6. (–6, –4)

C

D

7. (–5, –2)
9. (–3, –4)
8. (–5, –4) 10. (–3, –2)
11. (–4, –3)
12. (–3, –3)

VI

A

STOP

STOP

STOP

PR
E

For further exploration, ask: Is the composition of transformations, slide 1 unit to the left, then
slide 8 units down commutative — meaning does the order matter? (This composition is
commutative. The image will be in the same position when the order of the two slides is
changed.)
Ask: Is this composition commutative? To find out, slide the preimage right 1, then reflect over
the y-axis? (No. The image will be in different positions.)
Have students experiment with other pairs of transformations to show that compositions are
sometimes commutative — and sometimes not!

Extension.

Introduce the term irrational number. An irrational number is a
number that has an infinite, non-repeating decimal expansion.
(A rational number is a number that can be written in the form

a
,
b

where b ¹ 0. Rational numbers include both decimals that terminate
and decimals that repeat.) Pi is an irrational number because it is a
decimal that does not terminate or repeat. Other examples of
irrational numbers include 2 , 3, and ϕ (phi, which stands for
the golden ratio: ϕ = 1.6180339887…).
Resource Note: Use the “Cartoon Corner” in the March 2013 of Mathematics Teaching in the

Middle School entitled, Easy as Pi? Infinitely Not! In the Foxtrot cartoon used in the activity,
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Paige and Jason have a “math showdown” — each challenging the other to recite the digits of pi
backwards!
Historical Notes.

Pi is a very “old” number. The Old Testament alludes to a value of 3 for pi in 1 Kings 7:23
(probably suggesting just an estimate). The ancient Egyptians and the Babylonians knew about
the existence of the constant ratio pi. They figured out that it was a little larger than 3. The
1
8

⎛ 8⎞
⎜⎝ 9 ⎟⎠

2

(about 3.160494).

EW

Babylonians had an approximation of 3 (3.125); the Egyptians used 4 •

On August 14, 2021, after 108 days of computing, the world’s record for verified digits of an
approximation for p. was again established, this time at 62,831,853,071,796 digits. That’s
almost 63 trillion digits! This was accomplished by Team Davis of the University of Applied
Sciences of the Grisons (in Switzerland) using a supercomputer. Their new world’s record has
about 25% more digits than the previous record set on January 29, 2020 at 50 trillion digits by
Timothy Mullican. On March 14, 2019, Emma Haruka Iwao calculated 31,415,926,535,897
digits of p. As you can see, calculating p to as many places as possible has never lost its glamor
— going all the way back to about 250 BCE, when Archimedes set the record at two decimal
places. In 150 CE, Ptolemy set the record at three decimal places. The record for computing the
most decimal places of p manually (without a mechanical device) was established by William
Shanks in 1873 at 707 decimal places.

VI

It should be noted that 10 places for p would suffice to give the circumference of Earth accurate
to a fraction of an inch, only 16 places are used in space exploration calculations, and only
39 places are needed to calculate the circumference of the known universe to the width of a
hydrogen atom! By the way, a 63-trillion-digit number would require about 27 terabytes of space
on your hard drive! To keep up with the latest developments on p (because the record will
certainly be broken again), and to view a graph of the record approximations of pi, check out
Wikipedia at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chronology_of_computation_of_%CF%80.

PR
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Pi Day was founded by Physicist Larry Shaw in 1988. On March 9, 2009, H. RES. 224 declared
March 14 to be National Pi Day. The House Resolution urges schools to take the opportunity to
teach their students about pi and “engage them about the study of mathematics.” More
specifically, Pi Day should be observed precisely at 1:59 PM on March 14 (3.14159). The
ultimate Pi Day in our lifetime occurred on March 14, 2015 (3/14/15). Teachers take advantage
of this teachable moment to engage students in activities related to the history and concept of p.
Note that Fractional Pi Day is held on July 22 (or 22/7 in day/month date format).

Pi Day Activities.

After many years of facilitating Pi Day activities in my classes, this author is offering the
following Pi Day activities. They can be offered as fun ways to take a “side-trip” from the
current curriculum. Additionally, you’ll note that the variety provided is intentional — to appeal
to varying interests and learning styles. As some options do require advance preparation on the
students’ part, you may want to “play up the day” in advance and give a preview of your agenda
for your Pi Day class. (See “Sample Agenda for Pi Day” and activities on the following
page.) Also, if in-person or virtual, you can expect students to ask, Can we have pie on this day?
Depending on your school’s food policy, you may consider allowing students to bring in their
own mini-pie to partake during this class. If virtual, I say, Let them eat pie!
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Activity Ideas for Pi Day
Enjoy, have fun, and please send us any feedback!
1. Open with a nerdy Pi Day joke. And, of course, wear appropriate attire this day!
Ø Pi Day Posters/Pics, Jokes, and Quotes: https://www.piday.org/jokes/
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Ø Article “36 Math Jokes to Get Every Nerd through Pi Day” https://www.rd.com/list/cornymath-jokes-pi-day/

2. Show an introductory fun Pi Day video:
Ø Homer Simpson finds some humor in math. (Or, does he??) (0:17):
https://www.youtube.com/embed/ZRe_ACYrJ0A

(Decoded message is I ate some pie and it was delicious!)

Ø One 7th-graders’ performance of a Pi Day song (sung to Pharrell’s “Happy”) (3:32):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RdZyxh1i7Uc

Ø A “Pi Pi Pi” parody of *NSYNC’s “Bye Bye Bye” (5:05):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DvW5uqzHDAo

Ø Michael Bautista’s Pi Day Song (3.14): https://www.youtube.com/embed/XXc4jQWz5cs

VI

3. Read the story, Sir Cumference and the Dragon of Pi, to your students. Yes, even middleschool students still love to be read to! If you do not have a physical copy of the book, here is
a YouTube reading of the book (10:02): https://www.youtube.com/embed/xJ4MbU8928c
4. Share interesting trivia about Pi Day. Note # 6 and #14 in the list at this link!
https://www.dreambox.com/blog/celebrate-national-pi-day-14-facts-about-pi

And, the Toronto subway tiled in blue hues, according to the digits in Pi:
http://mathtourist.blogspot.com/2010/06/sliding-pi-in-toronto.html

PR
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5. Allow for students to share any activities/investigations in which they engage:
a. Investigating Pi
Students bring 5 round objects from their home, such as a bowl,
paint can, or can of soup. Set up a table with those items, along
with their measurements around (circumference) and across
(diameter). Then, in a 4th column, students calculate the ratios of
each, C : d, and write as a decimal rounded to the thousandths
place. Finally, they write a summary of their findings. Depending
on their degree of accuracy of measurements, the ratios should
all be relatively close to 3.14! This type of activity certainly
helps to cement what the symbol 𝜋 represents.
b. Investigating the Frequency of the First 100 Digits in Pi
You can have students investigate the frequencies of the digits in the first 100 digits of pi
(see below), keeping track in a data chart for digits 0 – 9, and then, summarize their
findings in a 2-minute quick write about what they notice, wonder, and predictions about
the frequencies in the first 1,000, then 10,000, 100,000, 1,000,000, and, finally,
10,000,000 digits. Have students share their predictions, and then you can share these
findings from the Eve Anderson site, linked below. It is very interesting to see how all the
digits approach equal frequencies as the number of revealed digits of pi increase!
The first 100 digits of the pi expansion (following the initial digit 3):
3.1415926535 8979323846 2643383279 5028841971 6939937510 5820974944
5923078164 0628620899 8628034825 3421170679...
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Check out “Frequency of Each Digit of Pi” in the first 100 digits of pi, the first 1,000
digits of pi, and so on: http://www.eveandersson.com/pi/precalculated-frequencies
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c. Reciting Digits of Pi
Some students are quite adept at memorizing things such as the digits of Pi. When I
offered this to my students, I always had 3–5 in each class who wanted to do it. I think
the record in my classes was around 122 digits! To prepare for this, students usually
would practice sets of 10 digits at a time and then string them together. My students were
supportive and very quiet as students recited. As this was an extra-credit offering, I
awarded 1 point for each set of 10 digits recited correctly.
Hear someone recite the first 100 digits of of pi by heart — and also provide some
factoids about pi (2:24) — go to https://www.youtube.com/embed/3YsM4ElTJcE

d. Creatively Representing Pi
Ø Students can sing, act, or otherwise perform about pi.
Ø Students can set up a color chart of 10 different colors to associate with the digits 0 – 9
and then make a construction-paper link chain, beaded necklace or bracelet, t-shirt
design (and wear it on Pi Day), or create a work of art that represents the digits in pi.
3.14159265358979323...
6. Pi-ling on the Humor: A Collection of Half-baked Pi Goodies

VI

Mathematician: Pi r squared.
Baker: No! Pies are round; cakes are square!

Q: What do you get when you cut a jack o’-lantern by its diameter?
A: Pumpkin p.

Q: What do you get if you divide the circumference of a scoop of ice cream by its diameter?
A: p à la mode.
Q: What do you get if you divide the circumference of the sun by its diameter?
A: p in the sky.

PR
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In the Greek alphabet, pi is the 16th letter (16 is the square of 4). In the English alphabet,
p is also the 16th letter, and i is the 9th letter (the square of 3). Add 16 and 9, and the
result is 25 (the square of 5). Multiply 16 and 9, and the result is 144 (the square of 12).
Divide 9 by 16, and you get 0.5625 (the square of 0.75). It’s no wonder that we say,
“Pi are squared!”

7. Close class with students sharing something they learned from this day. Ask for students to
define pi. Listen to see if their understanding has expanded as a result of their engagement in
the day and these activities. And one last cool site that you may want to mention to your
students to explore: Find Your Birthday in Pi: https://www.piday.org/find-birthday-in-pi/
“Pi is not merely the ubiquitous factor in high school geometry problems; it is stitched across
the whole tapestry of mathematics, not just geometry’s little corner of it.”
Robert Kanigel (1946 –), American science author
“If you want to live a happy life, tie it to a goal, not to people or things.”
“Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important thing is not to stop
questioning.”
“A person who never made a mistake never tried anything new.”
Albert Einstein (March 14, 1879–1955), German-born theoretical physicist
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How to Use Math History-Mystery Puzzles
Warm-up Activities for Middle School
OVERVIEW

EW

These puzzles connect mathematics to other disciplines, inspirational individuals, historical &
current events, social justice issues, and pop culture — to reflect the diverse nature of our society.
Each puzzle has brief information and questions about a specific day in history.
Mystery Year Each puzzle begins with the critical reading of a passage of historical
information about a particular person or event in a Mystery Year. Students use math
clues to determine the year when the event occurred. Each clue produces a digit of
the Mystery Year, and the final clue provides a check on the other clues.

Bellringers The puzzles are ideal for warm-ups, sponge activities, skills-review/test
prep, enrichment/challenge activities, mini-lessons –– and even as activities for math
clubs. Pages are ready to print or assign digitally to individuals or small groups.

CCSS

VI

Test Prep The math content of the warm-ups is based on a daily mixed review of
skills. By revisiting a variety of important skills on a daily basis, students are likely to
keep those skills sharp for the high-stakes tests that they will be taking later in the
year. And the real-world contexts keep students engaged.

Common Core State Standards The skills/concepts addressed in the puzzles
are drawn from the Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Content and
Mathematical Practice from Grades 5–8. Overall, the skills increase in difficulty as the
year progresses. It should be noted that many high-school teachers are using the
puzzles with success to provide students with important skills review in context.

PR
E

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

Provided with each puzzle are extensive Teacher Notes with sample, step-by-step
solutions and scaffolding strategies that include valuable teacher information.
➤ Step-by-Step Solutions are designed so even beginning teachers will
be well-equipped to help all students. Alternative solution strategies are
detailed to illustrate various paths to the solution.

➤ Math Notes provide additional mathematical background for the teacher.
This includes various pedagogical insights that include an analysis of
related common student misconceptions with intervention suggestions.
➤ Extensions allow advanced students to take the content to the next level.
➤ Multicultural Notes bring to light the contributions from various cultures
related to the discovery/development of the content of the puzzle.
➤ Historical Notes provide further context for the theme of the puzzle.
Often these notes delve into social justice issues related to the theme of the
puzzle. Included are links to video clips and uplifting quotes.
To download a FREE, more extensive document describing how to use the puzzles,
go to: https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/7037642
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www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Activemath-Mysteries

